Abstract-This paper presents a contractive coprime factor model reduction approach for discrete-time uncertain systems of LFT form with norm bounded structured uncertainty. A systematic approach is proposed for coprime factorization and contractive coprime factorization of the underlying uncertain systems. The proposed coprime factor approach overcomes the robust stability restriction on the underlying systems which is required in the balanced truncation approach. The method is based on the use of LMIs to construct the desired reduced dimension uncertain system model.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the coprime factorization (CF) and model reduction problems for discrete-time uncertain systems which are possibly robustly unstable. The uncertain systems under consideration are described in terms of linear fractional transformations (LFTs) with structured norm bounded uncertainty.
Model reduction has been an active research area in the control society since 1960s. One of the most commonly applied methods for stable linear time invariant (LTI) systems is the balanced truncation method [1] with guaranteed error bounds [2] , [3] . For unstable LTI systems, a coprime factor approach [4] is proposed to avoid the stability issues. Discrete-time related topics can be found, for example, in [5] and the references therein.
Model reduction problems for uncertain systems have attracted much attention in recent years; see, for example, LFT systems [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , gain scheduling [11] , linear parameter-varying systems [12] , linear time-varying systems [13] , nonlinear systems [14] , linear parameter dependent (LPD) systems [15] , and related approximation, truncation and simplification problems [16] . The balanced truncation method for robustly stable uncertain systems is studied in [6] , [7] within the LFT framework. Concerning those uncertain systems which may be robustly unstable, a coprime factorization based approach is proposed in [9] , which extends coprime factor approach [4] for LTI systems to the underlying uncertain systems. However, no indication is given in [9] on the contractiveness of the resulting coprime factors. This motivates the question as to whether a contractive CF can be obtained for uncertain systems. Contractive CF, as an alternative to normalized CF, has properties similar to normalized CF. In the meanwhile, it enables us to take advantage of linear matrix inequality (LMI) techniques, providing more flexibility to accommodate structure constraints including topological structures and uncertainty structures, and thus can be effectively solved by available softwares. Particularly for discrete-time uncertain systems, contractive CF is motivated by the following two observations. Firstly, for discrete-time LTI systems, applying balanced truncation to normalized coprime factors of original systems would result in contractive coprime factors of reduced systems, rather than normalized ones as in continuous cases. Therefore, it is not necessary to consider normalized CF in the first place in balanced truncation approaches. Secondly, in the presence of uncertainty, it is very difficult to obtain normalized coprime factors for the underlying systems because the corresponding Riccati equations are hard to solve and most probably leads to infeasible solutions.
In this paper, the coprime factor model reduction problem studied in [9] is revisited . The contribution of this paper, compared to the results of [9] , are two folds. Firstly, the full column rank restriction on the B-matrix in [9] is eliminated , providing a more general solution to constructing coprime factorization for uncertain systems. Secondly, a systematic approach to obtain the coprime factorization for the underlying uncertain systems is presented based on the use of LMIs. A sufficient and necessary condition to ensure the feasibility of the derived LMI is also specified. Contractiveness is subsequently accomplished by choosing a specific feedback gain, which extends the similar LTI results to the uncertain systems under consideration. This enables us to apply balanced truncation [6] to the resulting contractive coprime factors to obtain the reduced-order uncertain systems. It is shown that the resulting reduced coprime factors are contractive as well. Although in this paper only uncertain systems are discussed, the results can be readily applied to multidimensional systems by replacing the uncertainty variables with frequency parameters.
Notation
The notation is quite standard. 
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider the uncertainty structure
and the following uncertain system:
where u(t) ∈ R m is the control input, z(t) ∈ R h is the uncertainty output, y(t) ∈ R l is the measured output and ξ(t) ∈ R h is the uncertainty input;
Similar to the typical setting for one-dimensional discretetime uncertain systems, we define δ 1 = z −1 , the time shift operator, and other δ 
In what follows, robust stability, stabilizability and detectability of the uncertain system (1) are defined.
Definition 1 (Robust Stability [9] ): The uncertain system (1) is said to be robustly stable, or equivalently, The following lemma from [9] states a necessary and sufficient condition for robust stability. This lemma is given in terms of the positive commutant set corresponding to ∆ c ∆ c ∆ c defined as
Lemma 3: (see [9, Proposition 3 and Remark 4]) The system (1) is robustly stable if and only if there exist
III. BALANCED TRUNCATION
In this section we briefly review the balanced truncation model reduction technique for the uncertain system (1) presented in [6] . It is assumed in this section that the uncertain system (1) is robustly stable. As in the LTI balanced truncation approach [1] , [2] , [3] , this assumption is essential for the balanced truncation of the uncertain system (1), and guarantees the existence of the solutions to certain Lyapunov inequalities,
Theorem 4: The following statements are equivalent: (i) The uncertain system (1) is robustly stable.
(ii) The LMI (4) admits a solution
An uncertain system of the form (1) is said to be balanced if it has solutions to (4) and (5) which are identical diagonal matrices.
We summarize the proposed model reduction algorithm as follows.
Procedure 6 (Balanced Truncation): 1) Solve the LMIs (4) and (5) 
3) Write the transformed nominal system of (1) as
The sub-matrices of ∆ andḠ corresponding to the matrix Σ i,2 , i = 1, ..., k in (6) are truncated to obtain
Theorem 7: Consider the uncertain system (1) and suppose that the reduced dimension uncertain system G r∆ is obtained as described in Procedure 6. Then G r∆ is also balanced and robustly stable. Furthermore,
IV. CONTRACTIVE COPRIME FACTOR MODEL REDUCTION FOR UNCERTAIN SYSTEMS As introduced in the last section, the balanced truncation technique requires the underlying uncertain systems be robustly stable. For those uncertain systems which may be robustly unstable, one of the common approaches is coprime factorization approach. Coprime factorization of uncertain systems is explored in [9] for discrete-time systems, [10] for continuous-time system and [17] for parameter-dependent systems, and a model reduction algorithm based on coprime factorization is given in [9] . However, no indication is given in [9] , [17] on the contractiveness of the obtained coprime factors. The balanced LQG truncation for uncertain systems is presented in [18] . It is shown in [19] , [20] that the balanced LQG approach and coprime factor model reduction approach lead to identical reduced models in the continuoustime LTI cases. Inspired by these facts, in this section we follow the ideas in [18] to construct a contractive coprime factorization for uncertain systems of the form (1) and derive the corresponding model reduction algorithm.
A. Coprime Factorization of Uncertain Systems
Suppose that the uncertain system (1) is robustly stabilizable and robustly detectable, as stated in Def. 2. Consider the following LQG control and filter Riccati inequalities for the uncertain system (1),
in the variables W ∈ P Θ P Θ P Θ ,V ∈ P Θ P Θ P Θ . Note that the above Riccati inequalities have the same form as those LQG control and filter Riccati equations in the discrete-time LTI cases [21] ; see also [22] for continuoustime cases. In these references, it is shown that the solutions to the LQG control and filter Riccati equations can be used for coprime factorization of the underlying LTI systems. In what follows, we will show that, similar to the LTI cases, the solutions of (12) and (13) can also be used to construct the coprime factors and contractive coprime factors of our uncertain systems (1). 
Definition 8: Given a pair of uncertain systems
M ∆ = F u (M, ∆), N ∆ = F u (N, ∆), ∆ ∈ ∆ c
2) For any fixed
is right coprime, and
Furthermore, if (P, X) is a feasible solution to (14) , thenP −1 verifies (12).
Proof: (Only if part) Assume that the uncertain system G ∆ in (1) is robustly stabilizable. From Definition 2 and Lemma 3, there exist matrices F and P 1 ∈ P Θ P Θ P Θ , such that
Then we can apply Theorem 4 to show that there exists
DefineP = P −1 , X = FP. Left and right multiply both sides of (15) withP, and we obtain
It is easy to derive (14) by Schur complement from the above inequality.
(If part) Suppose that (P, X) is a feasible solution to (14) . Defining P =P −1 , F = XP, it is easy to show that (14) is equivalent to (15) . Therefore G ∆ is robustly stabilizable. Now we prove thatP −1 verifies (12). By Schur complement, (14) is equivalent to
which is
where
Therefore, we havē
It is clear thatP −1 verifies (12).
Remark 10: The LMI (14) arises from the fact [23] , [17] that the solution of the LQG control inequality (12) is related to a special state feedback H 2 problem, that is, finding a static state feedback gain F, such that F l (G SF∆ , F) H 2 < γ with a given γ > 0, where
here F l (·, ·) denotes the lower LFT representation. The LMI (14) is actually obtained by substituting A,C in (5) with A + BF, C + DF F respectively, lettingP = P −1 , X = FP and then applying Schur complement.
Theorem 11:
Given an uncertain system G ∆ (1) which is robustly stabilizable and robustly detectable, suppose matricesP ∈ P Θ P Θ P Θ and X ∈ R m×h satisfy the LMI (14) . Let
and consider the following system
Then (M ∆ , N ∆ ) is an RCF of the uncertain system G ∆ .
Proof: From the proof of Theorem 9, it is clear that (14) is equivalent to (15) . Thus F is robustly stabilizing. Then invoke [9, Theorem 9] to complete the proof.
Remark 12: The coprime factorization presented in [9] requires that the matrix B be of full column rank, such that a robustly stabilizing feedback gain can be obtained. The approach introduced in the above theorem removes such a restriction, and provides a systematic way to construct the coprime factors of the underlying uncertain systems. It is shown in the next section that, by picking up a specific statefeedback gain, this approach can be extended naturally to the contractive coprime factorization for our uncertain systems.
B. Contractive Coprime Factorization of Uncertain Systems
In the LTI case (without uncertainty), when seeking model reduction methods in the coprime factor description, we are particularly interested in normalized coprime factorizations, since robustness results on closed-loop stability are available. However, it is difficult, if not impossible, to find normalized coprime factorizations for the uncertain systems under consideration. Thus, in this section, contractive coprime factorizations are considered for uncertain systems of the form (1). We remark here that similar contractiveness ideas have been explored in [8] , [24] , [22] , [10] .
Theorem 13: Given a robustly stabilizable and detectable uncertain system G ∆ (1), suppose there exist matricesP ∈ P Θ P Θ P Θ and X ∈ R m×h solving the LMI (14) . Let
and consider the following system,
is a contractive RCF of the uncertain system G ∆ .
Proof: Suppose the LMI (14) has a feasible solution (P, X). From the proof of Theorem 9, (14) is equivalent to (16) . It is obvious thatP, X c = F cP also satisfy (16) , therefore satisfies the LMI (14) . It follows from Theorem 11
we show an equivalent claim that G c F∆ < β for any β > 1.
By [25, Theorem 11.1] , this claim is equivalent to find
It is easy to verify that P =P −1 satisfies (25). Indeed, (25), we have N 12 = 0 and N 11 < 0 by the fact thatP, X c = F cP also satisfy the LMI (14) and the fact that (14) is equivalent to (15) ; see proof of Theorem 11. Also, N 22 = −(β 2 − 1)I < 0. Then (25) holds, and this completes the proof.
Remark 14: The construction of contractive coprime factors for the underlying uncertain systems is discussed in [8] . A two-step algorithm and an iteration algorithm are suggested. However, the overall conditions are not jointly convex in the decision variables, therefore there is no computationally tractable method to ascertain its feasibility. It is shown that Theorem 13 provides a tractable approach to the design of contractive coprime factors based on the use of LMIs. In the absence of uncertainty, the above results also recover those in the discrete-time LTI cases [21] .
C. Contractive Coprime Factor Model Reduction
With the contractive RCF (22) in place, the model reduction method in [9] can be applied to the resulting contractive RCF. The only problem left is to compute the controllability and observability Gramians of the contractive RCF (22) , as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 15: Given that all the conditions in Theorem 13 are satisfied, the following statements hold.
(i)P −1 is a generalized observability Gramian for the uncertain system G c F∆ (22) .
has a feasible solution S ∈ P Θ P Θ P Θ which is a generalized controllability Gramian for the uncertain system G c F∆ (22) .
Proof: (i) From the proof of Theorem 13, N 11 < 0 in (25) . This verifies that P =P −1 is a generalized observability Gramian for the uncertain system G c F∆ (22) .
(ii) Since G c F∆ is robustly stable, invoking Theorem 4, it is straightforward that the LMI (26) is feasible, and S is a generalized controllability Gramian for G c F∆ .
The above theorem provides a numerical way to compute generalized Gramians P =P −1 and S for the contractive RCF (M c ∆ , N c ∆ ) of the uncertain system G ∆ . We are ready to summarize the proposed coprime factor model reduction algorithm as follows.
Procedure 16 (Coprime Factor Model Reduction):
1) Solve the LMI (14) to obtainP. Define R as in (20) , F c as in (21) and P =P −1 ; 2) Solve the LMI (26) to obtain S; 3) Apply Steps 2-4 in Procedure 6 to the uncertain system G ∆ (1) to obtain the reduced dimension uncertain system
obtained in Procedure 16 is well-posed.
The discussion on the conditions of the well-posedness of the reduced system is beyond the scope of this paper. Here we will only concentrate on the model reduction technique for the uncertain systems. The reader can refer to [9] for some resorts, for example strict casuality on δ 1 × · · · × δ k , guaranteeing a well-posed reduced system.
Theorem 18: Suppose that all the conditions in Theorem 13 are satisfied, and that the reduced dimension uncertain ∆ r ) , where G r is defined in (9), is obtained as described in Procedure 16. Under Assumption 17, consider the following system, 
where F c r = −R −1 (B * ΣĀ + D * C )P * , and P is the corresponding truncation matrix in Procedure 16 defined as 
Define the following matrices, partitioned accordingly with the partition in (30),
Note that, from the proof of Theorem 13, (24) holds for P =P −1 . Left-and right-multiply both sides of (24) with diag((T −1 ) * , I) and diag(T −1 , I), and we have
Left-and right-multiply both sides of (31) with diag(P , I) and diag(P * , I) to obtain
It is easy to verify that A 11 , B (14) and (26), if they exist, are not unique. In the absence of uncertainty, minimizingP −1 subject to (14) and minimizing S subject to (26) could lead to a normalized coprime factor model reduction algorithm. A possible heuristic is to seek approximate normalization in the presence of structured uncertainty, that is, solve the following two semi-definite programs: min trace(Z) withP ∈ P Θ P Θ P Θ subject to (14) and
min trace(S) with S ∈ P Θ P Θ P Θ subject to (26).
Also note that although the two conditions in (14) and (26) are convex (separately), however, similar to the balanced truncation in the LTI case, the computation of a solution of the LMI constraints which leads to the best reduced model introduces a non-convex problem.
V. EXAMPLE
Consider the same example in [9] with 
Solving the LMI (14), we obtain We can then construct the contractive RCF as in (22), (23) with Truncating the system matrices corresponding to the last generalized Hankel singular value in Σ 1 , the reduced dimension uncertain system model is defined bȳ VI. CONCLUSIONS The paper considers the problem of coprime factor model reduction for a class of discrete-time uncertain systems with structured norm bounded uncertainty. The proposed method is applicable to the uncertain systems which may be robustly unstable, overcoming the robust stability restriction in the balanced truncation approach. A systematic approach is presented to construct a contractive coprime factor for the underlying uncertain system, based on the used of LMIs. This enables the balanced truncation to be applied to the contractive coprime factor to obtain the reduced uncertain system.
